
ShowCase
Smart Docketing
Unlimited Configuration Options

In matters of law the sequence of events is critical. Not only do 

your cases need to keep moving, but you must ensure that they 

are “ready” for the next step, whatever it may be. This is one of 

the courts’ greatest challenges and is essential for eliminating 

the bottlenecks that can hijack caseflow and ultimately even 

impede justice.

ShowCase imaging enables clerks to scan and save As activities 

occur on a case – whether timely or not – you need to instantly 

respond with the next appropriate action: generating forms, 

sending reminders, setting a hearing, issuing service, assessing 

late fees, or any number of actions that arise from court case 

matters. And now you can. Our ShowCase Smart Docketing 

responds to whatever your individual case circumstances happen 

to be; immediately and automatically.

Smart Docketing is the key that unlocks unlimited configuration 

options for automating your business processes and workflow. 

Rather than treating the docket as a simple, textual register of 

actions, Smart Docketing triggers entire processes, whether 

straightforward or complex, through entries on the case docket. 

For instance, you can automatically scan and generate forms, 

cancel a pending suspension, and dispose of the case when a 

school completion certificate is received – or schedule a next 

event and notify participants if it isn’t. Regardless of what needs to 

happen next, Smart Docketing lives up to its name by launching 

one or more follow-on actions as directed by you. And best of 

all, as your procedures and preferences change over the years 

you simply adjust the Smart Docket configuration without any 

intervention from us.

ShowCase Smart Docketing responds to whatever 

your individual case circumstances happen to be; 

immediately and automatically.
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Smart Docketing helps us instantly deliver any 

case document by e-mail automatically to any 

recipient including parties on the case or agency 

partners.”

Jill Lennon, Clerk of Courts Director

Collier County Clerk of Courts

“



Your Court - Your 
Rules

No matter what kind of cases, which charges or 

matters, who is involved, or when work is due, 

ShowCase Smart Docketing adapts to your rules 

and your flow - now and in the future. Smart 

Docketing is used to define custom business pro-

cesses, where the actions or steps of the pro-

cess are orchestrated using a graphical flowchart 

model. The process definition is captured as xml 

and can be exported and imported at will.
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Adapts to Your Ever-Evolving Needs


Informs, notifies, and routes 

information as needed based on the 

rules of your court


Keeps your cases moving and your 

staff working at peak efficiency. 


Configured for Florida laws, rules, 

policies, procedures, reporting, and 

agency exchanges out of the box. 

About equivant

We are driven by a justice system that instills confidence through its processes and is accessible to all
citizens. Like you, equivant aims to embrace community while advancing justice and deliver better
outcomes to all who touch the justice system. We do this through our deep domain knowledge, modern
technologies, and expert services that help promote public and individual safety by informing decisions at
every step. As fellow stewards of justice, equivant is committed to your mission and we value your ideals.
Our people operate with fairness and integrity, believing that there is no such thing as “good enough”.
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ShowCase Case Management

From initial filing through final resolution, our 

ShowCase Case Management System informs, 

notifies, and routes information as needed based 

on the rules of your court. With efficient intake, 

smart docketing, flexible calendaring, quick 

imaging, complete financials, automatic indexing, 

and extensive search capabilities, ShowCase keeps 

your cases moving and your staff working at peak 

efficiency. 

ShowCase In-Court Processing

ShowCase ICP automates hundreds of distinct business 

processes, translating them to simple and intuitive 

button clicks. ICP screens are designed for efficiency 

and presented in a way that is easy to use even while 

keeping pace with judicial officials. Quickly dispose 

of multiple cases, handle FTAs, record prosecutor 

actions, schedule next events, and capture electronic 

signatures and produce all required documents before 

anyone leaves the courtroom. 

More from ShowCase


